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Abstract
In Sri Lanka, financial system of the country mainly dEends on banking system' because

banking sector rEresints a share of 70.8i, ( Central BankRryort,2006) of totalfinancial system of the

eclnoffiy. Deregutation of the banking sector and entrance of foreign banks to sri Lankan market

intensifies the competitiin. Thueford;,,banks need thems.elues to diffe.rentiate ftom other institutes

thror,tgh improuing the qualig of the rririrr. Therefore, it is worthwhile to study the significance of the

type of the account that the consumer maintains with the bank and the seraice quality in the retail

contmercialbankingindustry of sriLanka. Asampre of 1s0 consumerswas selected throughstratified

random sampting techniq,e. The scope of the stucry was retail consumers of priaate and public

conmtercial banks situ,ated in the Gampaha" district, zoho haaebeen dealingwith thoseparticularbanks

.for tnre than two yefirs. The retnit consumers who maintain saaings nccounts, fixed deposit accounts

nntr atrrent accoitnts were considered proportionntery in drawing the sample elements- A structured

questionnaire deueloped hnsedon SERVO LLAL model of seraice quality was used to collect data' The

gathered dttt* were nnalyzed rtsing ANouA and finclings showecl that there is not any impact made by

tlte type of the account that the consumer maintain with the bank on eaaluation of seraice quality

proaidedby thebanks.

trntroduction
Deregulation of the banking sector has speed up the competition between banks and

expanded the industry to greater Jxtent and also the entrance of foreign banks to sri Lankan

market intensify the cornpetition since the competitive edge that they are having with their

huge asset base and advanced technology. Therefore banks need themselves to differentiate

from other instifutes. But being differentiated is not that easy for bank-s since their core

business is to sell a service. prodlcts canbe differentiated easily withits features where as itis

clifficult with services due to its intangible nature. The only way of differentiating services is

tangibtizing the service through improving the quarity of the service. Therefore, due to the

undifferentiated nature of money and other financial services, banks are nolv heavily rely on

improving quality of service to get the competitive edge'

. Across ali service industries, the issue of service quality remains a critical one as

businesses strive to maintain a comparative advantage in the marketplace (stafford' L995)'

Because financial services, particularly banks, compete in the marketplace with generally

undifferentiated products, hence service quatity becomes a primary competitive weaPon

(Stafford, 1gg6).Banks that excel in quality service can'have a distinct marketing edge since

improved levels of service quality are related to higher revenues, increased cross-sell ratios'
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higher customer retention (Bennett and Higgins, 1988), and expanded market share (Boweii

and Hedges, 1993). Bowen and Hedges (1993) noted that the importance of various quality
irnprovements differs among customer segments. It is particularly important to focus first on
those customers who are mostvaluable to thebank.

Given these significant findings in the financial services industry, it is important to
understand specifically how service quality is evaluated by the customer. Moreover, it is
critical to determine which elements of service qualify are more important to different
customers. Because depending on the type of the account that the consumer is maintaining
with the bank the level of involvement with the bank is different by different consumers. For
instance the consumers who are maintaining current accounts might deal with the banks
more frequently- than the consumers who are maintaining savings accounts and it may be
further lower with the consumers who are having fixed deposit accounts. Thereby it is
worthwhile to study whether there is any influence from the type of the accounts that the
consumers are maintaining with the banks and the way they evaluate the service quality of
the banks. Further, this study is addressing the research gap of unavailability of literature
with respect to the service quality in the Sri Lankan context.

Research Problem
The study mainly focuses only on the retail consumers of the commercial banks

with in the local context. It includes all the local commercial banks of the private sector

and public sector, and the researcher evaluates how the evaluation of service quality varies
in terms of the type of the account that the consumers maintain with a bank. The study
was done considering the bank branches located in the Gampaha District only. Further, the
study includes consumers who have been dealing with the bank for more than two years/

who maintain current accounts, fixed deposit accounts and savings accounts in the above

mentioned banks in the Gampaha district.
Literature Review

The credit for heralding the service quality research goes to Parasuraman,

Zeithaml and Berry (Parasuraman et al., 1985, 1988; Zeithaml et al., 1985, 1990). The

authors, based on qualitative research, formulated a measure of service qualityderived
from data ona number of services,insteadof counting on earlier dimensions ofgoods
qualiry in the manufacturing sector. The initial results, based on some focus group endings,

yielded 10 dimensions of service quality that included tangibles, reliability,

responsiveness, competence, courtesl,; credibility, security, access, communication and

understanding the customer. Further empirical scrutiny (Parasuraman et a.l., 1988)

resulted in a 2}-ltem scale, called "SERVQUAL" which measures service quality based

on dimensions, viz. tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy. The
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entire approach was formulated on the tenet that customers entertain expectations of

performances on the service dimensions, observe performance and later form

performance perceptions. The authors described service quality as the degree of

discrepanry between customeis' normative expectations for the service and their

perceptions of the service performance. In their empirical *qrk, Cronin and Taylor (1992)

controverted the framework of Parasuraman et al., (1988) with respect to conceptualization

and measurement of service quality, and propounded a performance-based measure of

service quality called "SERVPERF" by illustrating that service quality is a form of

consumer attitude. Th.y arguedl'that the performance-based measure was an enhanced

means of measuring the service quality construct. In another empirical worh Teas (1993)

investigated conceptual and operational issues issociated with a "perceptions-minus-
expectations (P t E)" service quality model. The author developed alternative models of
perceived service quality based on evaluated performance (EP) and normated quality (NQ).

It r,vasconcluded thattheEPmodelcouldovercome some of the problems associated with
the P t E gap conceptualization of service quality. Parasuraman et al, (1994) responded

ro the concerns of Cronin and'Iaylor (1992) and Teas (1993) by demonstrating that the

validilyand alleged severityof many of those concerns were questionable. Parasuraman

et al., (1994) eiaborated that though their approach for conceptualizing service quality
could and should be revised, relinquishing it altogether in preference of the alternate
approaches proclaimed by Cronin and Taylor and Teas did not seem warranted. This

triggered an interesting controversy in service qualify research. In another empirical worh
Parasuraman ei a1., (1994) gevamped SERVQUAL's structure to embody not only the
discordance belween perceived service and desired service (labeled as measure of
service superiorify, or MSS), but also the discrepancy between perceived service and

adeqr.rate service (labeled as measure of service adequacy, or MSA). Several otherworkshave
also criticized theoperationalizatron, concepfualization,measurement andapplications of
SERVQUAL across dip rent industrial settings (Sureshchandaretal., 2001).

A topic of particular interest in service quality research is the issue of measurement.

The actual quality of service is difficult to define and measure (Gavin 1983;

Parasgraman et al. 1988;BrownandSwartzlgSg). However, researchers havereached a

consensus that service quality should be defined and measured from the customer's

perspective. The most widely accepted definition of perceived service quality is that it
represents the discrepancy between customers' expectations and theirperceptions of the
service performance (Lewis and Booms L983; Gronroos 1984; Parasuraman et al.
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1988).There has been a debate regarding the inclusion of expectations in the
measurementofservice quality (Teas 1993,1994;Croninand Taylor l994;Parasurarnanet
al. 1994). While Cronin and Thylor (1994) claimed that the perceived performance

measure possesses a high prediitive ability, Parasuraman et a1., (1gg4) assert that the
expectation measures can assist inanagement in identifying those areas which require
immediate attention. However, Parasuraman et al., , (1994) concur that if the primary
purpose of measuring perceived service quality is to explain the variance on some

dependent consfruct, then a performance-based measure is appropriate(Tam, 2004).

Parasuraman et a1., (1994) defined service quatity in a three-column format: minimurn
service level (would expectations), desired service level (should expectations), and
perceived performance. (SachdevandVerma,2004) There is a growing acceptance among
researchers that service quality can be tied to perceptions of service performance
(Gronroos 1993; Dabholkar 1993).The "expectation/performance" conceptualization of
service quality led Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry to develop the SERVQUAL
approach for measuringservice quality in 1988. Thismethodassessesboththeconsumer's
service expectations and perceptions of the provider's performance. Positioned as a generic

method applicable to a wide range of service industries, The service quality defined in
the SERVQUAL model determines the gap between customers' expectations and
perceptions. Namely, SQ : P minus E, where SQ is denoted as service quality, and P
and E are denoted as customers' perceptions and expectations, respectively.

Respondents, therefore, would have to complete all attributes based on service

expectations, followed by a second set of the same attributes, based on their perceptions
of actual service received. As a result, completing the survey could seem rather onerous.

Thus, it has been suggested (Cunningham, et dl., 2002) that measuring service
quality based only on the perceptions of service performance wouldsuffice,asintheso
called the SERVPERF model: namely, SQ: P. However, the study of Robledo (2001 )
indicated that the SERVPERF was not an efficient measurement scale, in terms of
validity and reliability. In his study, an altemative scale was proposed, called the
SERVPEX, to measure service quality. The five SERVQUAL dimensions are a concise
representation of thecore criteria that customers employinevaluating service quality. Assuch
it is reasonable to speculate that consumers would consider all five criteria to be quite
important (Parasuramary 1988)It was developedtomeasure perceived service quality as

the key output variable and initsfinalized form it has2lpairs of Likert-typescales. The
fkst 22items are designed tomeasure custorner expectations of service for a particular
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service industry expectations, while the remaining 22 are intended to measure the

perceived level of service provided by u particular service organization (perceptions).

Service quality is then measured by calculating the difference in scores between the

corresponding items (i.e. perceptions minus expectations). However, it is limited to

current and past customers, because respondents need to have some knowledge and

experience of the organization in order to be able to complete the scale.

Previous research has shown that demographic variables are related to service

Expectations quality expectations (Gagliano and Hathcote, 1994; Thompson and Kaminski,
1993;Webster, 1989). More speciff4aily, Thompson and Kaminski (1993) found a significant
relationship between age and dimensions of service quality, while Gagliano and Hathcote
(1994) reported significant relationships belween income and service quality expectations,

Further, Webster (1989) found that age, gender and income were significantly related to
service quality expectations for professional services. Income segmentation has been a

popular demographic variable utilized by a myriad of product and service marketers. Income

segmentation does not automatically assume targeting those eaming higher salaries.

Although previous research had been done based on the relationship between

demographic variables of the consumer and the service quality, yet there is no evidence of
previous researqh done based on the relationship befween service quality and the type of the
accounts consumers maintain with the banks. Therefore, researcher attempts to find out the
relationship between the types of the account consumer maintains with the bank and the
evaluation of service qualiry of the consumers in thebanking sector.

Methodolog,,
In this study it measures the relationship between the service quality dimensions and

the level of perceived service quality considering the differences based on the type of the
account that the consumers are maintaining by which it explains the existing situation rather
going to examine cause and effect situation. Therefore the design of the research falls under
the research design of descriptive research. Both primary and secondary data were used.

Secondary data were collected through text books and previous research articles. Primary
data were collected on survey method based on a strucfured questionnaire developed on
SERVQUAL Model and variables were operationalized on the basis of SERVQUAL
instrument. Three accounts types of savings accounts, current accounts and fixed deposit
accounts were considered. Stratified Random Sampiing technique was used to select the
sample elements and gathered data analyzed using one way ANOVA. The questionnaire was
circulated amoirg 150 consumers whohave been already dealing with the bank more than two
years. The table L shows the profiie of the sample.
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Table r- Sample ProfrIe

Ownership No. of Respond.ents

Private Sector Local Banks

Savings Accounts Holders '1'.

Fixed Account Holders

Current Account Holders

45

30

1s

90

Public Sector Banks

Savings Accounts Holders

Fixed Account Holders
30

22

60

Current Account Holders 08

Total Respondents 150

Source : Researcher' s ou)n construction

Reliability and Validity of Instruments
Though the SERVQUAL is an internationally tested instrument, still the testing the reliability
is needed, since it is going to apply to different nature of context. And also it has to be checked
whether language of questionnaire does any impact on the retiability of the measurements.
'At times, we may also have to adapt an established measure to suit the setting. For exam ple, a
scale that is used to measure job performance, job characteristics, or job satisfaction in the
manufacturing industry rnay have to be modified slightly to suit a utility company or a health
care organization. The work environment in each case is different and the wordings in ttre
instrument may have to be suitably adapted" (Research Methods for Business, Sekaran LJma,
4th Edition, pp 208).

Since the data was generateci using scaled responses reliability of the questionnaire was
measured through Cronbach's alpha to ensure the intemal consistency of the instrument.
Cronbach's Alpha was measured for all the dimensions of the service quality of both expected
and perceived. And also the reliability of the expected service quality part of the questionnaire
and the perceived service quality part of the questionnaire was measured separately. A1l the
scores of Cronbach's Alpha for all dimensions were ove r 0.7 asshown in the table 2. Scales that
receive alpha score over 0. 7 are considered to be reliable (Malhothra 2005).
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Table z: Reliability Statistics

849
Expected Service Quality-
Empathy
Perceived Service Quality-
'kngibles

.81
Perceived Service Quality-
Reliabilitv
Perceived Service Quality-
Responsiveness

Perceived Service Quality-
Assurance

7B

Perceived Service Quality-
Empathv
Expected Service Quality

Perceived Service Quality

91,6

97
-t---

i

I

-l---

I

870

785

22

901

987

965 I

_-l

Source: Results of Data AnalYsis

Convergent Validity of the questionnaire was measured through Paired Sample

Correlation. Convergent validity was measured in the two sections of questionnaire

separately. In the sections of expected service quality and the perceived service qualify, it was

mea'bured the degree to which the dimensions of service quality and the expected service

quality and the perceived service quality correlate to each other. Convergent validity is

established whery the scores obtained with two different instruments measuring the same

concept are highly correlated (Sekarakn LJma, 2006).

Variables

.797
Expected Service Quality-
Tansibles
Expected Service Quality-
Reliability

.867

Expected Service Quality-
Responsiveness

.826

Expected Service Quality-
Assurance

ti.835

Cronbach's Alpha No. of Items
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Table 3: Paired Sarnples Correlations: Expected Service Quality

Table 3 represents the coefficients of, in between all the dimensions which measure the

variable of expected service quality and the variable of expected service quality as a one

variable. They are showing a higher correlation. It says that in between the five dimensions of

expected service quality and the expected service quallty, convergent validity is there.

N Correlation sig-

Pair
1

Mean Expected t

Tangibles &

Expected Service

Quality

150 .87t .000

Pair
2

Mean Expected
"Reliability &
Expected Service

150 .91.5 .000

Quality N Correlation sig.

Pair
3

Mean Expected

Responsiveness
& Expected
Service Quality

150 .907 .000

Pair
4

Mean Expected
Assurance &
Expected Service

Quality

150 .895 .000

Pair
J

Mean Expected
Empathy &
Expected Service

QualiW

150 .853 .000

Source: Results of Data Analysis
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Table 4: Paired Samples Correlations: Perceived Serwice QualitY

Table 4 shows the coefficients of, in between the dimensions of perceived service

quality and the perceived service quality variable. since it shorn's higher correlations amonS

the pairs it can be said that convergent validity is there in the instrument of data collection'

Conceptual Model
Based on the reviewed literature the researcher was able to identify dimensions of

service quality of reliability, tangibles, responsiveness, assurance and empathy as per the

SERVQUAL Model and those dimensions are used 3s the base for measuring the service

q,ruiity of the banks. Further it is evident through the literature that the relationship between

the independent variables of dimensions of service quality and the dependent variable of

level of service quality is mod.erated through the impact of the type of the accounts that they

maintain with thebanks. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship among these variables'
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sig.N Correlation

L50

150

1s0

150

150

.801

.892

.903

.913

.889

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

Pair Mean Perceived

1 Tangible & Perceived

Service qualitY

Pair lr4ean Perceived

2 l{eliabilitY & Perceived

Service qualirY

Pair Mean Perceived

3 Responsiveness &
Perceived Service

qualirY
Pair h,{ean"Perceived

4 Assurance & Perceived

Service qualitY

Pair Mean Perceived

5 EmpathY & Perceived

Service quaiirY

t'r,'



Tfpe of the
Acc: con:

maintains

Reliability

Fig. r ConcePtual Framework

Level of Servi

Quality

Sonrce: Researcher's ouJtt construction, based on SERVQLIAL Model

Hypotheses

Hr: Consumer evaluation of service quality varies in terms of the type of the account that the

consumer maintains with the bank.

Hz: The importance assigned to the each d.imension of service quality varies in terms of the

type of the account that the consumer maintains with the b ank.

DataAnalysis
Using ANOVA the formulated hypotheses of the research was tested. To analyze data SPSS

package was used.

Hr: Consumer evaluation on service quality varies in terms of the type of the account that the

consumer maintains with the bank'

The rhean values of service quatity obtained by subfacting the value of expected service

quality by values of perceived service quality, The overall service quality values were related

to the type of the account maintained by consumer. The table 5 indicates the results of the data

analysis obtained using ANoVA. According to the tabte H1, cannot be accepted since it is not

statistically significant,because table valueof 0.30lisgreaterthanthePvalue of 0'05'
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Table 5: service Quality and rlpe of Account of the consumer

He: The importance assigned to the each dimension of service quality varies in terms of the
type of the account that the consumer maintains with the bank.

lVithin the frame work of this hypothesis another five hypotheses can be built up on the basis
of each dimensionof servicequalify.AgainusingANOVAthe statusof thesehypotheses
was tested. For that, the mean values of service quality in overall were related with the
income levei of the consumers. According to the table 6, the validity of the hypotheses
canbe seen as follows;

' The importance assigned to the tangibles of service quality varies in terms of the type
of the account that the consumer maintains with the bank- This hypothesis is rejected
since the table value of 0.605 is greater than the value of 0.05.

' The importance assigned to the reliability of service qualiry varies in terms of the type
of the account that the consumer maintains with the bank- This is also rejected because
the table value of 0.151 is greater than the value of 0.05 which is the limit of confidence
interval.

' The importance assigned to the responsiveness of service quaiiry varies in terms of the

the value in the table of 0.352 is greater than0.05.
' The importance assigned to the assurance of service quality varies in terms of the fype

of the account that the consumer maintains with the bank.- It is rejected because the

Service Quality

Sum of
Squares

df
Mean

Square
F sig.

Between
Groups

Within Groups

Total

2.494;

151,.377

1,53.872

u;
1,49

1.247

1.030

1,.21,1 .301
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value inthe table of 0.403is greaterthan0.05.
. The importance assigned to the empathy of service quality varies in terms of the type of

the account that the consumer maintains with the bank- This hypothesis also rejected

since the valueo f 0.436*tfich indicates thetable is lower than thevalueof 0.05.

Table 6: ANOVA Table- Sen&e Quality and fype of Account of ttre Consumer

ANOVA

Sum of
Squares df. Mean Square F sig.

Service Quality Tangible Between Groups

Wthin Groups

Total

1.226

178.493

179.719

1.226

't78.493

'179.719

.613

1.214

.505 ,605

Service Quality Reliability Between Groups

Within Groups

Total

50594

214.945

220.539

2

147

149

2.797

1.462

1.913 .151

Service Quality Between Groups
ResPonsiveness 

within Groups

Total

2.767

.93.442

196.208

2

147

149

1.383

1.316

1.051 .352

Service Quality Assurance Between Groups

Within Groups

Total

2.137

171.800

173.937

2

147

149

1.068

1.169

.914 .403

Service Quality Empathy Between Groups

\Mthin Groups

Total

2.890

254.671

267.562

2

147

'149

1.445

1.732

.834 .435

Discussion of Findings

. According to the results of data analysis, all the developed hypotheses were reiected. It
indicates that, with respect to the Sri Lankan context the type of the account consumer

maintains with the bank is not a significant factor in evaluation of service quality. Further, it
says that based on the fype of the account consumer maintains with the bank he or she does

not expect different levels of service quality from the banks. Therefore, the findings of the

research raised the importance of treating all the consumers of the bank equally, regardless of
the type of the account they maintain with the bank. Moreover, this level of service should be

extended based on the each dimensions of service quality: tangibles, reliabilify,
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responsiveness and assurance. But, the high levels of expected service quality indicate that

current level of service offered by the banks is not at a satisfactory standard.

Conclusion
The study is concluded that the type of account consumerrnaintains with the bank, does not

exert a significant impact on evaluations of service quality of the consumers. Further the

findings imply tl'rat regardless of the type of account consumer maintains with the bank, the

banks should provide a higher level of service for their customers which indirectly says that

nowadays it is difficult to satisS,customers easily, since their expectations are lie at a higher

level. Anyway in market segmentdtion of the banks, type of account consurner maintains with

the bank does not play a significant role and therefore this not a good variable to consider in

rnarket segmentation.
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